STAINLESS STEEL “D” SECTION STAPLES

The staple pin is universally recognised as one of the most critical components in the popular staple lock connection. To improve the performance of the staple is to improve the performance of the connection as a whole.

Manuli Hydraulics has therefore developed a range of “D” section staples, which provide a superior connection in addition to ensuring a significant improvement in safety.

KEY BENEFITS

• Manufactured from X30Cr13 (420S45) stainless steel for excellent corrosion resistance
• Significant increase in impulse life over standard design
• Improved safety and performance
• Greater cross-sectional area
• Precision tolerances ensure a positive lock
• Greater support for the male and female staple ends
• Full range in line with MDG41
• Manufacturer identification and batch code

SA08D-XX - from DN06 (¼”) to DN76 (3”)
SH08D-XX - from DN12 (½”) to DN51 (2”)
SHF08D-XX - from DN38 (1½”) to DN76 (3”)
SLH08D-XX - from DN38 (1½”) to DN76 (3”)

Manufacturer's mark
Batch code